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Abstract
Parallel graph algorithm design is a very well studied topic. Many results have been presented for the PRAM model.
However, these algorithms are inherently ﬁne grained and experiments show that PRAM algorithms do often not achieve
the expected speedup on real machines because of large message overheads. In this paper, we present coarse grained par-
allel graph algorithms with small message overheads that solve the following standard graph problems related to graph
matching: ﬁnding maximum matchings in convex bipartite graphs, and ﬁnding maximum weight matchings in trees. To
our knowledge, these are the ﬁrst eﬃcient parallel algorithms for these problems that are designed for standard commercial
parallel machines such as oﬀ-the-shelf processor clusters.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Parallel graph algorithm design is a very well studied topic. The goal is to use parallel hardware for the
solution of very large scale graph problems. An abundance of literature exists on parallel graph algorithms
for the PRAM (Parallel Random Access Machine) model [1]. See e.g. [42] for a survey. However, speedup
results for theoretical PRAM algorithms do not necessarily match the speedups observed on real machines
[2,43]. Given suﬃcient slackness in the number of processors, Valiant’s BSP (Bulk Synchronous Parallel)
approach [44] simulates PRAM algorithms optimally on distributed memory parallel systems. Valiant points
out, however, that one may want to design algorithms that utilize local computations and minimize global
operations [45,44]. The BSP approach requires that g (the ‘‘gap”, deﬁned as the minimum time interval
between consecutive message transmissions or consecutive message receptions at a processor) is low, or ﬁxed,
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www.elsevier.com/locate/parcoeven for increasing number of processors. Gerbessiotis and Valiant [24] themselves describe the circumstances
where PRAM simulations cannot be performed eﬃciently: if the factor g is high. Unfortunately, this is true for
most currently available multiprocessors. That is, PRAM simulations are, in general, not eﬃcient for currently
available multiprocessors, in particular oﬀ-the-shelf processor clusters. PRAM simulations on clusters are
severely handicapped by increasing message overheads due to the above mentioned ‘‘gap”. The parallel algo-
rithms presented in this paper solve this problem for two graph problems related to graph matching.
We use a more practical version of the BSP model, referred to as the coarse grained multicomputer (CGM)
model [21,22,18,20,17]. It is comprised of a set of p processors P1;...;Pp with O n
p
  
local memory per proces-
sor and an arbitrary communication network (n refers to the total input data size). All algorithms consist of
alternating local computation and global communication rounds. Each communication round consists of
routing a single h-relation with h ¼ O n
p
  
, i.e. each processor sends O n
p
  
data and receives O n
p
  
data. We
require that all information sent from a given processor to another processor in one communication round
is packed into one long message, thereby minimizing the message overhead. A CGM computation/communi-
cation round corresponds to a BSP superstep with communication cost g n
p (plus the above ‘‘packing require-
ment”). Finding an optimal algorithm in the coarse grained multicomputer model is equivalent to minimizing
the number of communication rounds as well as the total local computation time and total message size. In
particular, it is important to reduce the number of communication rounds to a constant or to a slowly growing
function of p that is independent of n. For example, logp and log
2p are such slowly growing functions (and
essentially constant in practice). As shown in [6,9], a number of communication rounds that is independent of
n leads to parallel algorithms with good speedup in theory and practice because it leads to a good amortization
of message overhead. When n grows, the number of messages remains unchanged and only the message size
increases. Thus, the total message overhead remains unchanged but the message overhead per data item
decreases. PRAM simulations do, in general, not have this property. The number of communication rounds
is a function of n (e.g. logn or log
2n) and the number of messages and message overhead grow with increasing
n, leading to ineﬃciency.
In this paper, we continue our earlier work in [19] and present coarse grained parallel graph algorithms with
OðlogpÞ and Oðlog
2pÞ communication rounds, respectively, for solving the following standard graph problems
related to graph matching:
  ﬁnding maximum matchings in convex bipartite graphs, and
  ﬁnding maximum weight matchings in trees.
In Section 4 we present a CGM algorithm for maximum matching in convex bipartite graphs with compu-
tation time OðT sð
nA
p ;
nB
pÞþ
nA
p logpÞ and OðlogpÞ communication rounds. Refer to Table 1 for a deﬁnition of
our notation. In Section 5 we present a CGM algorithm for maximum weight matching in trees. The compu-
tation time of this algorithm is Oðn
p logpÞ and the number of communication rounds is Oðlog
2pÞ. Preliminary
versions of the above were ﬁrst presented in [4,8]. Table 1 summarizes our results.
To our knowledge, these are the ﬁrst eﬃcient parallel algorithms for these problems that are designed for
standard commercial parallel machines such as oﬀ-the-shelf processor clusters. Simulating the respective
PRAM algorithms on processor clusters leads to methods where the number of communication rounds is a
function of n (logn and log
2n, respectively) and the number of messages and message overhead grow with
Table 1
Summary of results
Local computation time Number of communication
rounds
Obtained speedup
Maximum matching in convex bipartite
graphs
O T s
nA
p ; nB
p
  
þ nA
p logp
  
OðlogpÞ O
p
logp
  
Maximum matching in trees O n
plogp
  
Oðlog
2pÞ O
p
log2p
  
Notation n ¼ size of input graph
p ¼ number of processors T s ¼ sequential computation
time for the respective problem
nA;nB ¼ sizes of the two
vertex sets of a bipartite graph
48 A. Chan et al./Parallel Computing 34 (2008) 47–62increasing n, leading to ineﬃciency. Our contribution lies in reducing the number of communication rounds to
OðlogpÞ and Oðlog
2pÞ, respectively. This is a non-trivial problem, and we solve it via a careful analysis of the
PRAM algorithms and new, more eﬃcient, coarse grained parallel solutions for critical sections that led to the
previous ineﬃciencies. As shown in [6,9], CGM algorithms for which the number of communication rounds is
independent of n show good speedup in theory and practice. As discussed above, the important eﬀect obtained
by our methods (but not by simulated PRAM methods) is that the number of messages and message overhead
stay ﬁxed as n grows, leading to a declining message overhead per data item.
In the following Section 2 we recall some background about the BSP and CGM models as well as some
basic graph notation. The subsequent sections present our main results.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. BSP model
The Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model was proposed by Valiant [45]. A BSP machine consists of p
processors. Each processor has an unspeciﬁed amount of local memory. There is no global memory. The pro-
cessors are connected through a network and they communicate with each other by sending and receiving mes-
sages. BSP algorithms consist of a sequence of supersteps. In each superstep, the processors operate
independently performing local computation and global communication by sending and receiving messages,
but the messages sent in one superstep can only be received in the next superstep. At the end of each superstep,
a barrier synchronization is performed which keeps all processors synchronized.
The analysis of BSP algorithms is based on two parameters: g and L. L is an upper bound on the latency, or
delay, incurred in communicating a message from its source processor/memory module to its target processor/
memory module. g is the gap, deﬁned as the minimum time interval between consecutive message transmis-
sions or consecutive message receptions at a processor. The reciprocal of g corresponds to the available
per-processor communication bandwidth. Since all messages in a superstep can be grouped into a large mes-
sage, if a superstep consists of w local computation and h messages being sent and received, then the time
required for one superstep is T superstep ¼ w þ gh þ L. For practical purposes, we assume that the running time
is dominated by g, and therefore L can be ignored.
2.2. CGM model
The coarse grained multicomputer (CGM) model, proposed by Dehneet al. [18], is a variant of Valiant’s
BSP model [45]. A coarse grained multicomputer CGMðn;pÞ consists of p processors P1;...;Pp, where each
processor has O n
p
  
local memory. Here N refers to the total memory capacity of the CGM. The processors
can communicate with each other either by sending and receiving messages over the network, or by being con-
nected to shared memory. If the processors are connected through shared memory, the size of the shared mem-
ory should be large enough for an h-Relation (see below). That is, the size of global memory should be XðnÞ.
CGM algorithms usually make the assumption that the problem size is much larger than the number of pro-
cessors (i.e., n   p). A common criterion in many algorithms is that n
p P XðpÞ. In some algorithms, this
assumption is generalized to n
p P Xðp
1
 Þ, where   is a parameter describing the scalability of an algorithm.
The scalability measures how well the algorithm behaves when the CGM gradually degenerates into a ﬁne-
grained machine.
A CGM algorithm consists of alternating local computation and global communication rounds. In the local
computation rounds, only local computation on local data is allowed. In each communication round, a single
h-Relation (with h ¼ O n
p
  
) is routed. The h-Relation operation is the basic communication operation used in
CGM algorithms. It performs an ‘‘all-to-all” operation for each processor. During an h-Relation operation,
every processor can send out messages of size h ¼ O n
p
  
, and receive messages of size h ¼ O n
p
  
. The individual
sizes of messages being sent to and received from each processor need not be the same, but the total size of all
messages being sent to or received from any processor cannot exceed the prescribed bounds.
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ments. It is very easy to convert CGM algorithms into BSP algorithms. Every CGM h-Relation and CGM
round correspond to a BSP superstep with communication cost g n
p.
Lemma 1. A CGM algorithm with c communication rounds corresponds to a BSP algorithm with communication
cost c   g n
p, where n is the input size and p is the number of processors.
The goal of CGM algorithm design is to minimize both the local computation and the number of com-
munication rounds. It will be ideal if we can achieve Oð1Þ communication rounds and Tðn;pÞ¼
TsðnÞ
p .F r o m
a practical point of view, i.e. for implementing this model on commercial multiprocessors, it is very impor-
tant that the problem size is not a parameter for the number of communication rounds. This is usually
achievable, but for many problems, it is very diﬃcult or even impossible to reduce the number of rounds
down to Oð1Þ, and we have to settle for OðlogpÞ or Oðlog
2pÞ rounds. Since p is usually ﬁxed or grows very
slowly in practice, and logp is a slowly growing function, the number of communication rounds is then
essentially a ﬁxed constant for most practical arrangements. This is important because empirical studies
show that the number of communication rounds is the most important parameter inﬂuencing the observed
running time.
2.3. Graph terminology
A graph G ¼ð V ;EÞ is an ordered pair of sets V and E, where E   V   V . It is weighted if every edge in E is
associated with a numerical weight.
A bipartite graph G ¼ð A;B;EÞ is deﬁned as an undirected graph G ¼ð V ;EÞ such that V ¼ A [ B and
A \ B ¼; . Moreover, 8e ¼ð a;bÞ2E, either a 2 A and b 2 B or vice versa.
A convex bipartite graph is a bipartite graph G ¼ð A;B;EÞ with an ordering B ¼ð b1;b2;...;bnBÞ such that
8a 2 A,i fða;biÞ2E and ða;bjÞ2E (i 6 j) then ða;bkÞ2E for all i 6 k 6 j.
A path in a graph g is an ordered list of edges P ¼ð e1;e2;...;enÞ such that for each ek ¼ð uk;vkÞ,w e
have vk ¼ ukþ1.I fu1 ¼ vn, the path is called a cycle. A simple path is a path with no repeated internal
vertex. Similarly, a simple cycle is a cycle with no repeated vertex. Note that a simple cycle is also a sim-
ple path.
A tree is a connected (sub)graph with no cycle. We sometimes call this a free tree to distinguish it from a
rooted tree. A (free) forest is a graph which consists only of (free) trees.
A matching M in a graph G ¼ð V ;EÞ is a subset of E such that no two edges in M are incident to the same
vertex. A matching M
0 in a graph G ¼ð V ;EÞ is maximum if for any matching M in g, jM
0j P jMj.
3. Maximum matching on graphs: problem overview
Matching is an important graph problem. It has many applications and has been extensively studied. In this
paper, we study the problem of computing maximum matchings in parallel (on the CGM model) for the fol-
lowing graphs:
  Convex bipartite graphs;
  Unrooted (free) trees.
The problem of ﬁnding a maximum matching in a bipartite graph or a convex bipartite graph is a classic
and well-studied problem [23,10,28,38]. The case of convex bipartite graphs has several interesting applica-
tions as outlined in [23,38]. A particularly interesting industrial application for matching parts with products
was described in [38]. Recall that the vertices of a bipartite graph or a convex bipartite graph can be divided
into two disjoint groups. Here we assume that the size of these two groups are nA and nB, respectively. Sequen-
tial solutions for maximum matching in bipartite graphs and convex bipartite graphs with time complexities
Oðn
5
2
AÞ and OðnA þ aðnBÞÞ were described in [28] and [38], respectively, where að...Þ is a very slowly growing
function related to the inverse Ackermann function.
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The vast majority of previous results on parallel matching are for the shared memory PRAM model of
computation. A PRAM algorithm for maximum matching in convex bipartite graphs requiring Oðlog
2nAÞ
time and
nA
2 processors was presented in [23]. Pawagi [41] has presented a PRAM algorithm for ﬁnding a
maximum weight matching in a tree of size n. His algorithm requires Oðlog
2nÞ computation time and
OðnÞ processors. Andrews et al. presented an algorithm for maximum matching in interval graphs [3]. Dahl-
haus et al. presented algorithms on matchings for various graphs [14,12,13,15,16,11]. Goldberg et al. have a
sublinear-time parallel algorithm for matching [25]. Grover published an article on bipartite graph matching
[27]. Kao et al. presented a nearly optimal parallel algorithm for maximum matching in planar graphs [29].
Karpinski et al. also have published on parallel algorithms for graph matching [30]. Kelsen presented an
algorithm for ﬁnding matching in expander graphs [31] and an optimal parallel algorithm for maximum
matching [32]. Klein presented matching algorithms for chordal graphs [34–37]. Moitra et al. presented an
algorithm for maximum matching on interval graphs [39]. Nakanishi et al. gave a parallel algorithm for
matching in general graphs [40].
For mesh connected computers, Kim et al. provided an optimal parallel matching algorithm for convex
bipartite graphs [33]. Wu et al. studied the message complexity of ﬁnding maximum matchings in general
graphs [46] for distributed systems.
3.2. Our contributions in this paper
In this paper, we study parallel solutions for matching problems on coarse grained parallel processor clus-
ters and present coarse grained parallel CGM algorithms for maximum matching in convex bipartite graphs
and unrooted trees. An outline of our CGM model is given in Section 2.2.
In our previous work we have shown that in order to obtain eﬃcient coarse grained parallel algorithms in
practice, it is important to minimize the number of communication rounds (see e.g. [9,21,6,22]). All of the
above prior methods for parallel graph matching are ﬁne grained (i.e. they assume XðnÞ processors) and
require a large number of communication rounds when executed on a processor cluster.
The CGM introduces the additional diﬃculty that we require a small number of communication rounds in
order to provide good performance in practice. A straight forward simulation of the above PRAM algorithms
would result in XðlognÞ communication rounds which is not eﬀective in practice. Our contribution is to reduce
this to OðlogpÞ communication rounds which is a small constant for typical cluster installations.
CGM algorithms with a small ﬁxed number of communication rounds on a ﬁxed size cluster have the
important property that the total number of messages sent/received is ﬁxed, regardless of the problem size.
All prior algorithms require a number of messages that increases with the problem size, leading to increased
message overhead. For our CGM algorithms, if the problem size is increased, the number of messages stays
constant but the message sizes increase. Message overhead stays constant and the overhead per data item is
actually decreased.
4. Maximum matching in convex bipartite graphs
Our solution for solving maximum matching problem for convex bipartite graphs on a CGM follows the
general template of the PRAM algorithm in [23] which reduces the problem to maximum interval assignment.
The CGM introduces the additional diﬃculty that we require a small number of communication rounds in
order to provide good performance in practice. A straight forward simulation of the PRAM algorithm in
[23] would result in OðlognÞ communication rounds which is not eﬀective in practice. Our contribution is
to reduce this to OðlogpÞ communication rounds which is a small constant for typical cluster installations
and has been shown in our previous work to be eﬃcient in practice (e.g. [9,21,6,22]).
We now discuss the reduction to maximum interval assignment.
Deﬁnition 1. Given a set of intervals I ¼f I1;...;InAg, each of which represents an integer range, i.e.
Ii ¼ð li;riÞ, a maximum interval assignment consists of assigning, for a maximum number of intervals, one
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intervals are assigned the same integer.
For a given convex bipartite graph G ¼ð A;B;EÞ, let IðGÞ be the set of jAj intervals containing for each
a 2 A an interval Ii ¼ð li;riÞ where li and ri are the smallest and largest ranks, in B, of all element b 2 B with
ða;bÞ2E.
Observation 1
The maximum matching problem for a convex bipartite graph G can be reduced to ﬁnding a maximum
interval assignment in I(G).
Proof. In the matching M, every vertex ui 2 A can be incident to at most one edge which leads to a vertex in B.
Finding such an edge is equivalent to ﬁnding an integer within the range of the interval associated to Ii. h
In Section 4.1, we ﬁrst present an algorithm that solves a special case: all intervals start at the same left
endpoint. This algorithm will be used in our solution for the general case which is presented in Section 4.2.
4.1. Special case: all intervals start at the same point
The following Algorithm 1 solves the special case where all intervals start at the same left endpoint. We ﬁrst
sort all intervals by right endpoint and assign each processor a ‘‘controlled range” where it can locally assign
labels to its locally stored intervals. Clearly, this will not necessarily result in a maximum interval assignment.
We then introduce a global data exchange and adjustment phase (Algorithm 2) which creates a globally opti-
mal assignment.
Algorithm 1. All intervals have the same left endpoint li ¼ l; i ¼ 1;...;nA.
Input: A set of nA intervals I ¼f I1;...;InAg with their associated left and right endpoints
Ii ¼ð li;riÞ; i ¼ 1...nA, distributed over a p processor CGM with
nA
p intervals per processor. Note that
we assume
nA
p P XðpÞ.
Output: A maximum interval assignment of I.
(1) All intervals are sorted by their right endpoints using CGM parallel integer sort [7,26].
(2) Each processor Pi; i ¼ 1;...;p   1, determines the largest right endpoint, ei, received in Step 1 and
sends it to the next processor Piþ1.
(3) Each processor Pi; i ¼ 2;...;p, sets si ¼ ei 1 þ 1. The ﬁrst processor sets s1 ¼ l. We call ðsi;eiÞ the con-
trolled range of Pi. This is the range of integers that the processor can use to label intervals.
(4) Each processor Pi; i ¼ 1;...;p, temporarily changes the left endpoints of its intervals to si and then
solves the modiﬁed problem locally using a sequential algorithm (essentially sequential integer sort).
(5) Each processor Pi; i ¼ 1;...;p, calculates how many labels in the controlled range are left unused (ai),
and how many intervals have not yet received an integer label (bi). These two numbers (per processor)
are broadcast to all processors (in one h-Relation). This is possible since n
p P XðpÞ.
(6) Based on the data received in the previous step, each processor can now calculate where to request labels
from and where to send unused labels to. See Algorithm 2 for details.
(7) Using the results of Algorithm 2, each processor selects unused labels and sends them to the processors
that need them.
(8) Upon receiving the needed labels, each processor can now assign them to the respective intervals.
We now explain in more detail Steps 6 and 7, and how they relate to Algorithm 2. In Step 6 of Algorithm 1,
the sequential Algorithm 2 presented below is executed by every processor. Every processor uses as input the
array a ¼ð a1;...;apÞ representing the numbers of free (unused) labels in each of the p processors, and the
array b ¼ð b1;...;bpÞ representing for each processor the number of intervals with no labels yet. Both arrays
were received in Step 5. Algorithm 2 calculates for each processor two arrays get ¼ð get1;...;getpÞ and
give ¼ð givei;...;givepÞ representing the numbers of labels to be received and provided from the respective
processors. In Step 7 of Algorithm 1, the free labels are then exchanged accordingly.
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scanning them from left to right. Processor i can provide labels to processor j if i < j and ai;bj > 0.
Furthermore, in order to maximize the label assignment, processor i will ﬁrst provide as many as possible
(and required) labels to processor i þ 1, then i þ 2, and so on. This implies a double pointer scan, left to
right.
Algorithm 2. Sequential computation for Step 6 in Algorithm 1, executed by each processor Pk,16 k 6 p.
Input: An array a ¼ð a1;...;apÞ representing the numbers of free (unused) labels in the p processors. An
array b ¼ð b1;...;bpÞ representing the number of intervals with no labels yet in each of the p processors.
Output: An array get ¼ð get1;...;getpÞ representing numbers of labels that are to be sent to processor Pk by
the other processors. An array give ¼ð givei;...;givepÞ representing numbers of labels that are to be
received from processor Pk by the other processors.
Initialize the arrays get and give to 0.
i   1; {pointer to array a}
j   2; {pointer to array b}
while (ði 6 pÞ&ðj 6 pÞ) do
if (i ¼ j) then
j þþ ;
end if
while (ðai 6¼ 0Þ&ðj 6 pÞ) do
if (ai P bj) then
if (Pk ¼ i) then
givej   bj; do
end if
if (Pk ¼ j) then
geti   bj;
end if
ai   ai   bj;
bj   0;
j þþ ;
else
if (Pk ¼ i) then
givej   ai;
end if
if (Pk ¼ j) then
geti   ai;
end if
bj   bj   ai;
ai   0;
end if
end while
i þþ ;
end while
Lemma 2. The sequential time complexity of Algorithm 2 is OðpÞ.
Proof. The variable i counts from 1 to p   1, and j counts from 2 to p. Since both variables are incremented
independently, the total time complexity of the algorithm is OðpÞ. h
Lemma 3. The integer label assignment produced by Algorithm 1 is maximum.
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be such an assignment. Let A1 be the label assignment produced by Algorithm 1. Since A0 is maximum,
jA0j P jA1j. We compare assignments A1 and A0. We ﬁrst remove the intervals that are not assigned labels
in both assignments. If the remaining intervals all have labels assigned in both assignments, then we have
jA0j¼j A1j and the lemma follows.
If the kth interval ðl0
k;r0
kÞ (with respect to the right endpoints) is assigned a label in A0 but not in A1, then the
ﬁrst k   1 intervals must be assigned labels l;l þ 1;...;l þ k   2i nA0 and the kth interval must be assigned
label l þ k   1. This also means r0
k P l þ k   1.
Now consider A1. If the ﬁrst k   1 intervals are also assigned labels l;l þ 1;...;l þ k   2, then label
l þ k   1 will be available for the kth interval. If some of the ﬁrst k   1 intervals are not assigned labels in the
range l;l þ 1;...;l þ k   2, then there will be a ‘‘hole” in this range that can be used for the kth interval.
Hence, for every interval with a label assigned in A0, there is a label assigned to that interval in A1.
Therefore, jA1j P jA0j. Thus, the label assignment obtained from Algorithm 1 is maximum. h
Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 ﬁnds a maximum label assignment for nA intervals with the same left endpoints stored on
a p processor CGM with
nA
p local memory per processor,
nA
p P XðpÞ,i nOð1Þ communication rounds with O
nA
p
  
local computation.
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm is shown in Lemma 3. The communication rounds required in each
step of Algorithm 1 is Oð1Þ. Hence the total number of communication rounds needed is Oð1Þ. In each round,
the total message size per processor is O
nA
p
  
. Step 1 uses CGM integer sort [7,26] which requires Oð1Þ com-
munication rounds and Oð
nA
pÞ local computation. The local computation of Step 6 is OðpÞ (from Lemma 2).
For all other steps, it is either Oð1Þ or O
nA
p
  
. Therefore, the total local computation per processor is
O
nA
p
  
þ OðpÞ¼O
nA
p
  
since
nA
p P XðpÞ. h
4.2. The general case
In order to solve the maximum interval assignment problem for arbitrary intervals, we now combine Algo-
rithm 1 with the binary tree method presented in [23].
Algorithm 3. General case where the intervals can have diﬀerent left endpoints.
Input: A set of n intervals I ¼f I1;...;InAg with their associated left and right endpoints Ii ¼ð li;riÞ;
i ¼ 1...nA, distributed over a p processor CGM with
nA
p intervals per processor. Note that we assume that
nA
p P XðpÞ.
Output: A maximum interval assignment of I.
(1) All intervals are sorted by their left endpoints using CGM parallel integer sort [7,26]. (In case of a tie,
intervals are compared by their right endpoints.)
(2) Intervals with the same left endpoints are combined into groups. All groups that are stored completely
within a processor are merged into a single group. Let c be the number of groups. Note that c is at most
2p þ 1.
(3) Each group is assigned a controlled range ðli;riÞ; i ¼ 1...c, where li is equal to the smallest left endpoint
of that group and ri ¼ liþ1   1; i ¼ 1...c   1. Let rc be the largest right endpoint of the intervals.
(4) Using a sequential algorithm, each processor solves the problem for interval groups that are completely
within the processor. Remove the label of all those intervals that received a label outside their group’s
controlled range. Classify the intervals using one of the following three types: matchable (M) for all
labelled intervals; to-be-determined (T) for all non-labelled intervals that extend beyond the rightmost
label given by that processor; and unmatchable (U) for all remaining intervals. Remove all unmatchable
intervals.
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group in isolation). Remove the label of all intervals that received a label outside their group’s controlled
range. Classify the intervals using one of the following three types: matchable (M) for all labelled inter-
vals; to-be-determined (T) for all non-labelled intervals that extend beyond the rightmost label given by
that processor; and unmatchable (U) for all remaining intervals. Remove all unmatchable intervals.
(6) Merge the intervals in adjacent groups. Let ML, T L be the intervals from the left group, let MR, T R be the
intervals from the right group, and let ðlL;rLÞ and ðlR;rRÞ be the controlled ranges of the left and right
groups, respectively. Using Algorithm 1, solve the problem for T L [ MR over the range ðlR;rRÞ. Let the
resulting sets of matchable and to-be-determined intervals be Mn and T n. For the combined group, set
M ¼ ML [ Mn and T ¼ T n [ T R. The controlled range of the combined group is ðlL;rRÞ.
(7) Repeat Step 6 OðlogcÞ times until a single group is obtained.
(8) Using a reverse process of the previous steps, using OðlogcÞ iterations, redistribute the intervals back
into the c groups obtained at the end of Step 3. In each splitting phase, let M be the group we are splitting
and let ML and MR be the two corresponding components. Let V be the set of intervals that have a left
endpoint smaller than the starting value of the controlled range of M. Note that V can be empty. Let W
be the union of V and ML. W should be distributed to ML and the rest to MR. However, the controlled
range of ML may not allow the entire W to be assigned to ML. Hence, we assign only the ﬁrst
minðjW j;lR–LjÞ intervals to ML and the remainder to MR.
(9) Step 8 is repeated until c groups are obtained.
(10) Using a sequential algorithm, each processor solves the problem for its interval groups over each group’s
controlled range. For groups that span over more than one processor, adjust the left end points to the
starting values of the controlled range and then apply Algorithm 1.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 3 solves the label assignment problem in OðlogpÞ communication rounds and
O T s
nA
p ;
nB
p
  
þ
nA
p logp
  
local computation where T sðnA;nBÞ is the running time of the optimal sequential algo-
rithm for the problem.
Proof. The correctness of the split/merge scheme follows from [23]. Step 6 is executed OðlogcÞ times. In Step
6, we invoke Algorithm 1 which requires Oð1Þ communication rounds. Since c 6 2p þ 1, the total number of
communication rounds is OðlogpÞ. The local computation time is dominated by the Oð1Þ executions of the
sequential algorithm on each processor and the linear local time in each of the OðlogcÞ iterations. h
Theorem 2 implies a BSP algorithm with local computation O T s
nA
p ;
nB
p
  
þ
nA
p logp
  
and communication
cost O g
nA
p logp
  
. We can calculate the speedup for this algorithm as follow. Let T sðnA;nBÞ¼
OðnA þ aðnBÞÞ be the running time of the best sequential algorithm[38], and let T pðnA;nB;pÞ be the running time
of our algorithm. Since a is a very slowly growing function, for practical purpose, we can reduce T s to
T sðnA;nBÞ¼OðnAÞ and T p to
T pðnA;nB;pÞ¼O
nA
p
þ
nA
p
logp
  
þ O g
nA
p
logp
  
Let c, d and k be the constants associated to the diﬀerent big-O notations. The speedup is therefore
s ¼
T sðnA;nBÞ
T pðnA;nB;pÞ
¼
cnA
d
nA
p þ
nA
p logp
  
þ kg
nA
p logp
¼
p
glogp
c
d
glogp þ d
g þ k
 !
¼ X
p
glogp
  
This theorem implies an algorithm for computing the maximum matching of a convex bipartite graph with
the same number of communication rounds and local computation.
5. Maximum weighted tree matching
In this section we consider the problem of ﬁnding a maximum weight matching in a rooted or unrooted
tree. That is, given a tree T ¼ð V ;EÞ and a weight wi P 0 for each edge ei 2 E, we want to ﬁnd a matching
M   E of T such that the total weight w ¼
P
ei2Mwi is maximized.
A. Chan et al./Parallel Computing 34 (2008) 47–62 55As mentioned before, Pawagi [41] presented a PRAM algorithm for maximum weight tree matching. For a
tree of size n, his algorithm requires Oðlog
2nÞ computation time and OðnÞ processors.
We will present a parallel CGM algorithm for maximum weight tree matching that requires Oðlog
2pÞ com-
munication rounds with O n
p logp
  
local computation and O n
p
  
memory per processor. Our algorithm
assumes that the local memory per processor, n
p, is larger than Xðp Þ for some ﬁxed  >0. This assumption
is true for all commercially available multiprocessors. Our results imply a BSP algorithm with Oðlog
2pÞ super-
steps, OðglogðpÞ n
pÞ communication time, and OðlogðpÞ n
pÞ local computation time.
Pawagi’s PRAM algorithm [41] would require Oðlog
2nÞ communication rounds when implemented on a
cluster. The main contribution of this section is to present a CGM algorithm that reduces the number of com-
munication rounds to Oðlog
2pÞ. As discussed in Section 3.2, this is a signiﬁcant eﬃciency improvement for
solving this problem on a cluster.
The following is an outline of our CGM algorithm for maximum weight tree matching. For the algorithm
description we assume w.l.o.g. a tree T that is rooted at an arbitrary node. An unrooted tree can be converted
into a rooted tree in OðlognÞ communication rounds by using the connected component algorithm in [19].
Algorithm 4. Maximum weight tree matching.
Input: A tree T with n vertices and n   1 edges evenly distributed (in arbitrary order) over a p-processor
coarse grained multicomputer (CGM).
Output: The same tree T with all matched edges marked. All edges along the maximum gain path are
marked. The maximum gain value and a boolean representing whether the root is free or not.
(1) Mark all vertices as free. If p ¼ 1, solve the problem sequentially and return.
(2) Compute the centroid c of T using Algorithm 5. Re-root T at c using Algorithm 6. Partition T into sub-
trees T 1;T 2;...;T k, where k is the total in-degree of c. Each subtree T i is assigned a unique key ki. Let vi
be the root of T i.
(3) For each subtree T i, let ni be the size of the subtree. Assign d
ni
n pe processors to recursively solve the prob-
lem on the subtree. For this, we need to redistribute the tree and move the nodes to their respective pro-
cessors via a parallel CGM integer sort by key ki [7].
(4) For each subtree T i, let ei be the edge connecting c and T i, and let its weight be wi. Compute the max-
imum gain in T i using Algorithm 7. Compute the value
qi  f
wi if root of T i is free
wi þ maximum gain in T i otherwise
:
(5) Select a j such that qj is the maximum.
(6) If qj 6 0 then mark c as free and go to Step 9.
(7) If the root vj of T j is free then mark ðc;vjÞ as matched, mark c as not-free and go to Step 9.
(8) Mark the edge ðc;vjÞ as matched. Invert the matching for all edges with key kj. That is, for each edge e
with key kj, mark the edge matched if it was not matched originally and mark it unmatched if it was
matched originally. Mark c as not-free.
(9) Re-root T to r using Algorithm 6.
While our algorithm follows the general structure of Pawagi’s PRAM algorithm [41], the implementation
details are very diﬀerent. For example, Pawagi’s algorithm includes steps such as ﬁnding the centroid of a tree,
re-rooting a tree to a given node, and ﬁnding a maximum gain alternating path of a tree. These steps are
straight forward for the PRAM but non-trivial for the CGM.
The main contribution of our work lies in the study of these individual steps and how they can be imple-
mented on a CGM with a small number of communication rounds. Our main result is a parallel maximum
weight tree matching algorithm which is suitable to be executed on PC clusters. In the following sections,
we present our CGM algorithms for ﬁnding the centroid of a tree, re-rooting a tree and ﬁnding a maximum
gain alternating path of a tree. These methods are also interesting in their own right, and probably useful for
other coarse grained parallel graph algorithms. We conclude with an analysis of Algorithm 4 in Section 5.4.
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We are using divide-and-conquer to solve the maximum weight matching problem. In order for divide-and-
conquer to work eﬃciently, we partition the tree such that the subproblems are guaranteed to shrink by at
least a constant factor.
In this section, we present an algorithm to do such partitioning eﬃciently for rooted trees. The result can be
easily generalized to unrooted trees.
Deﬁnition 2. The centroid of a tree T is a vertex c that minimizes the size of the largest subtree in the forest
generated by deletion of c from T.
Note that for an n-vertex tree, the size of the largest subtree in the forest generated by the deletion of the
centroid is less than or equal to n
2 [41].
Algorithm 5 (Centroid of a tree).
Input: A tree T with n vertices and n   1 edges, rooted at r. All nodes and edges are evenly distributed (in
arbitrary order) over a p-processor coarse grained multi-computer.
Output: A vertex c which is the centroid of T.
(1) Compute an Euler tour of T [5]. See Fig. 1 for an illustration of Euler Tour traversal.
(2) Apply list ranking [5]. That is, calculate for each vertex its distance from the root r along the Euler tour.
From these distances, we can easily calculate the size of the subtrees for each vertex. Among these sub-
trees, the subtree with maximum size for the vertex is selected.
(3) Each processor determines which vertex has the smallest maximum subtree. The selected vertex is sent to
Processor P1.
(4) Processor P1 selects and outputs the vertex that has the smallest maximum subtree.
Theorem 3. Algorithm 5 calculates the centroid of a rooted tree using OðlogpÞ communication rounds,
O n
p logp
  
local computation, and O n
p
  
storage per processor.
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows immediately from the deﬁnition of the centroid. All steps are
within the stated bounds. h
5.2. Algorithm 6: re-rooting a tree
In this section, we describe a CGM algorithm for re-rooting a tree, i.e. changing the root of a tree and
updating all edge directions accordingly.
Fig. 1. Illustration of the Euler tour traversal of a tree.
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Input: A tree T with n vertices and n   1 edges, rooted at r. Each vertex v in T has a pointer parentðvÞ to its
parent. parentðrÞ¼; . A vertex u 6¼ r in T (the new root). All nodes and edges are evenly distributed (in
arbitrary order) over a p-processor coarse grained multi-computer.
Output: A tree T
0 that is topologically equivalent to T but rooted at u.
(1) Find an Euler tour E of T. [5]
(2) Perform list ranking along E [5]. Each edge e in T will receive two ranks, re1 and re2. Assume re1 < re2.
(3) Let the ranks for the edge ðu;parentðuÞÞ be r1 and r2. Broadcast these two ranks to all processors.
(4) Each processor for each edge e, compares re1, re2 with r1 and r2. Mark the edge e if re1 6 r1 and re2 P r2.
Note that all marked edges form a path from u to r.
(5) Each processor for each vertex v checks if the edge ðv;parentðvÞÞ is marked. If so, send v to the processor
storing parentðvÞ.
(6) Every vertex v0 that received a new vertex v00 sets its parent parentðvÞ¼v00.
(7) The vertex u sets its parent to parentðuÞ¼; .
Theorem 4. Using a p processor CGM, Algorithm 6 re-roots an n-node tree in OðlogpÞ communication rounds
with O n
p logp
  
local computation and O n
p
  
memory per processor.
Proof. ThecorrectnessofthealgorithmliesonthepropertiesoftheEulertour.AsshowninFig.2,theedgescan
bedividedintothreezones.Theedgesonthe‘‘left”ofthepathðu;...;rÞ(zone1inFig.2)willhavere1   re2   r1.
The edges on the ‘‘right” of the path ðu;...;rÞ (zone 2 in Fig. 2) will have r2   re1   re2. The edges ‘‘below” the
path ðu;...;rÞ (zone 3 in Fig. 2)w i l lh a v er1   re1   re2   r2. The edge on the path ðu;...;rÞ (and only the edges
onthepath) will have re1 6 r1 andre2 P r2. Thus, Step4will mark all theedgesonthe path ðu;...;rÞ,andStep 6
will reverse all the parent pointers along the path. Therefore, Algorithm 6 can re-root a tree.
Step 1 requires Oð1Þ communication rounds, O n
p
  
local computation and local storage. Step 2 requires
OðlogpÞ communication rounds, O n
plogp
  
local computation and O n
p
  
local storage. Step 3 requires Oð1Þ
communicationrounds.Step4and6requirenocommunication,O n
p
  
localcomputationandlocalstorage.Step
5 requires Oð1Þ communication rounds. Step 7 requires no communication and Oð1Þ local computation. h
5.3. Algorithm 7: maximum gain alternating path
We start this section with several deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 3. Given a graph G ¼ð V ;EÞ and a matching M   E, a node v 2 V is free if and only if 8u 2 V ,
ðu;vÞ 62 E or ðu;vÞ 62 M.
1
3
r
u
2
Fig. 2. Re-rooting a tree.
58 A. Chan et al./Parallel Computing 34 (2008) 47–62Deﬁnition 4. A path P ¼ð vi1;vi2;...;vin ¼ vÞ in T is said to be an alternating path with respect to a matching
M if every odd numbered edge on this path is in M and every even numbered edge is not in M or vice versa.
Deﬁnition 5. The gain of an alternating path P, denoted by GðPÞ, is the diﬀerence between the sum of
the weights of the edges of P that are not in M and the sum of the weights of the edges of P that
are in M.
An alternating path with positive gain can be used to obtain a new matching by removing from M all edges
that are in P and adding the unmatched edges in P to M. Observe that the resulting matching is at least as large
as the original one.
Algorithm 7 (Maximum gain proper alternating path).
Input: A weighted tree T rooted at r, a key k, and a maximum matching M in T. All nodes and edges are
evenly distributed (in arbitrary order) over a p-processor coarse grained multi-computer.
Output: A vertex u in T such that the path from r to u forms a proper alternating path with maximum gain
in T. All edges along the path ðr;...;uÞ are marked with the key k.
(1) Let parentðvÞ be the parent of v, and wv be the weight of the edge ðv;parentðvÞÞ. For each node v in the
tree calculate gðvÞ deﬁned as follows (local computation only):
–i fv is the root r, then gðrÞ¼0.
–i fðv;parentðvÞÞ 2 M, then gðvÞ¼  wv.
–i fðv;parentðvÞÞ 62 M, then gðvÞ¼wv.
(2) Except for the root r, each node v checks the values of gðvÞ and gðparentðvÞÞ. If both values are positive,
delete the edge ðv;parentðvÞÞ (local computation only).
(3) Using the CGM list ranking algorithm in [5], determine for each node v its distance to the root r as well
as the sum of the gðvÞ along the path P ¼ð r;...;vÞ. (See proof of Theorem 5 for detail.) Due to the
deﬁnition of the gðvÞ, the sum of the gðvÞ along the path P is equal to the gain GðPÞ. Remove all nodes
that are not able to reach the root r.
(4) Build the modiﬁed Euler tour Em of T where all nodes v that are not leaves in T and ðv;parentðvÞÞ 62 M
are removed. (use the CGM pointer jumping algorithm in [5]).
(5) Using a CGM partial sum algorithm [9,6] on Em with maximum operator with respect to the
Gððr;...;vÞÞ values of the nodes in Em, determine the node u that has the maximum gain.
(6) Similar to Step (1) to (4) of Algorithm 6, mark all edges along the path ðr;...;uÞ with the supplied
key k.
In Algorithm 7,i fr is not free, then the edge ðr;uÞ2M must be in the maximum alternating path. This is be-
cause M is maximum. An alternating path with positive gain can be used to obtain a new matching by remov-
ing from M all edges that are in P and adding the unmatched edges in P to M. Observe that the resulting
matching is larger than the original one.
Theorem 5. Algorithm 7 computes the maximum gain proper alternating path in OðlogpÞ communication rounds
with O n
plogp
  
local computation and O n
p
  
memory per processor.
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm relies on whether we can ﬁnd the correct gain Gððr;...;vÞÞ for each
node v in Step 3. This can be achieved by building an Euler tour of the tree and performing list ranking. More
precisely, we build an Euler tour by deﬁning for each tree edge ei between a node vi and it’s parent parentðviÞ
two directed edges ei1 ¼ð parentðviÞ;viÞ and ei2 ¼ð vi;parentðviÞÞ. We then assign the value gðviÞ to ei1 and the
value  gðviÞ to ei2. See Fig. 3 for an illustration. Observe that in Fig. 3, for each node v the values of the edges
in the subtree rooted at v cancel out to zero. Therefore, a partial sum along the Euler tour shown in Fig. 3 will
compute the gain Gððr;...;vÞÞ for each node v. Thus, in Step 5, the resulting path will be the maximum gain
alternating path. We use the CGM list ranking algorithm in [5] to compute the partial sum along the Euler
tour shown in Fig. 3 using OðlogpÞ communication rounds.
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p
  
computation and storage. Step
3 can be performed using OðlogpÞ communication rounds, O n
plogp
  
computation and O n
p
  
storage. Steps 5
and 6 can be executed using OðlogpÞ communication rounds, O n
p
  
computation and storage. h
5.4. Analysis of Algorithm 4
Theorem 6. Algorithm 4 computes the maximum weight matching for the tree T using Oðlog
2pÞ communication
rounds, with O n
plogp
  
local computation and O n
p
  
memory per processor.
Proof. The main step is Step 4 where we select an edge ei such that adding ei to the matching will result in a
maximum increase in the total weight in the matching. Note that in Step 3, the matching in each subtree T i
has been maximized. Therefore, if the root of T i is free, then by adding ei to the matching, the total increase
will be wi. If the root of T i is not free then, by adding ei to the matching and ﬂipping the edges along the
maximum gain alternating path, the total increase of the weight will be wi plus the maximum gain in T i.A t
the end of the algorithm, the resulting matching will always be maximized. Therefore, Algorithm 4 is
correct.
Step 2 will guarantee that the size of the maximum subtree will be at most one half of the original tree.
Thus, after at most OðlogpÞ recursions, each subtree will ﬁt into one processor and we can apply the sequential
algorithm to solve the subproblem. Step 1 will be executed once for each subtree, which will take no
communication and use O n
p
  
local computation and storage. Steps 2, 4 and 9 can be done using
OðlogpÞ communication rounds, O n
plogp
  
computation and O n
p
  
local storage. Steps 5 and 8 can be done
using Oð1Þ communication rounds, O n
p
  
computation and local storage. Steps 6 and 7 can be done without
communication and with O n
p
  
computation and local storage. Therefore, the total bounds for each recursion
will be OðlogpÞ communication rounds, O n
plogp
  
computation and O n
p
  
storage. Since the size of each
subproblem is guaranteed to be at most half the size of the original problem, the theorem follows. h
Theorem 6 implies a BSP algorithm with local computation O n
p logp
  
and communication cost
Oðg n
plog
2pÞ. We can calculate the speedup for this algorithm as follow. Let T sðnÞ¼OðnÞ be the running time
of the best sequential algorithm
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Fig. 3. Gain computation through Euler tour list ranking.
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n
p
logp
  
þ O g
n
p
log
2p
  
is the running time of our algorithm. Let c, d and k be the constants associated to the diﬀerent big-O notations.
The speedup is therefore
s ¼
T sðnÞ
T pðn;pÞ
¼
cn
dn
p logp þ
kgn
p log
2p
¼
p
glog
2p
c
d
glogp þ k
 !
¼ X
p
glog
2p
  
6. Conclusion
The following table summarizes the results obtained in this paper. Note that nA and nB are the sizes of the
two vertex sets in the convex bipartite graph matching problem, n is the input size in the tree matching prob-
lem, and p is the number of processors available. Finally T sðnA;nBÞ is the performance of the best sequential
convex bipartite graph matching algorithm available.
Algorithm Local computation Communication
rounds
Speedup
Maximum matching in convex bipartite graphs O T s
nA
p ; nB
p
  
þ nA
p logp
  
OðlogpÞ X
p
glogp
  
Maximum matching in trees O n
plogp
  
Oðlog
2pÞ X
p
glog
2p
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